Enumeration of extracellular vesicles by a new improved flow cytometric method is comparable to fluorescence mode nanoparticle tracking analysis.
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) play a role in a variety of physiological and pathological processes. However, use of EVs as biomarkers has been hampered by limitations of current detection and enumeration methods. We compared fluorescence-threshold flow cytometry (FT-FC) to nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) for enumeration of cell culture-derived EVs. FT-FC and NTA utilising fluorescence mode (F-NTA) enumerated similar numbers of EVs stained with a membrane dye PKH67. Both methods were sufficiently sensitive to detect cell-derived EVs above the background of culture medium. Light scatter NTA (LS-NTA) detected 10-100× more particles than either fluorescence-based method but demonstrated poor specificity. F-NTA appeared to have better sensitivity for <100nm vesicles, however, the FT-FC method combined direct enumeration of EVs with high sensitivity and specificity in the >100nm range. Due to wider availability and higher degree of automation and standardisation, FT-FC is a reasonable surrogate to F-NTA for quantification of EVs. Extracellular vesicles are small particles, which can act as tools for intercellular communication. One recent area of interest in EVs is their potentials as biomarkers. In this article, the authors investigated and compared fluorescence-threshold flow cytometry (FT-FC) to nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) for the detection of EVs and showed that FT- FC method could be more advantageous. This technique should provide a new alternative for the future.